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Abstract—To evaluate the feasibility of vehicular ad-hoc net-
work (VANET) applications, it is crucial to have an accurate
estimation for the quality of the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) radio
links and recently it has been shown that the link quality
is highly dependent on the location and the velocity of the
transmitting vehicle, the receiving vehicle, and their neighbor
vehicles. To this end, in this paper we propose a rule-based model
to simulate the mobility of both cars and scooters, which are one
of the most important transportation means in lots of Asian
and European countries. Our proposed model considers various
details: different aspects of the road structure - multiple lanes and
the traf!c lights, the driver’s lane-changing behaviors, and, most
importantly, the difference in the driving behaviors between cars
and scooters. We also present several design guidelines for the
VANET systems which are derived from the simulation results.

Index Terms—Vehicle mobility model, VANET, Scooter, Mo-
torbike.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

In the past few years, both the industry and the research
community have been actively developing systems and proto-
cols for vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), which are en-
visioned to carry the network traf!c for many future vehicular
applications. Safety applications are among the most valuable
ones as they can signi!cantly lower the fatalities, injuries, and
property damages caused by accidents and it is believed that
many new safety applications can be established by utilizing
the wireless communication links between vehicles [1].

Recently, it has been shown that obstructing vehicles which
lie on the propagation path between the transmitting vehicle
and the receiving vehicle contribute to signi!cantly higher path
loss [2, 3]. On the other hand, channel measurement results
indicate that the transmitting and receiving vehicles’ absolute
velocity (rather than their relative velocity) is proportional to
the Doppler spread [4]. Therefore, to evaluate the performance
of applications in VANETs, it is crucial to utilize a vehicle mo-
bility model which can generate accurate vehicle location and

Fig. 1. Cellular automata representation of the road

velocity information; integrating the vehicle mobility model
with network simulations has been a common methodology
used in many research works [5, 6] and proven to yield more
realistic and accurate performance results [7].

Approximately 70% of the registered mobile vehicles1 in
Taiwan are scooters [8]; they are one of the most important
transportation means in both suburban and urban areas due
to their low costs and the fact that they can easily navi-
gate through heavy traf!c. However, statistics [8] show that
scooters have contributed to the majority of fatalities and
injuries in accidents in the past 8 years. We believe that
VANETs’ development could lead to a cost-effective and,
hence, practical safety solution for scooters. However, due to
the scooter’s vastly different driving behaviors and smaller
dimensions, mobility models developed for cars cannot be
utilized to produce accurate location and velocity information
for application performance evaluation. This motivates the
development of a new mobility model which is applicable to
both cars and scooters.

Arbabi et al. [9] implemented a mobility model for NS-3,
which include the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) and limited
lane changing behavior in the case of passing. VanetMo-
biSim [10] is a behavior-based traf!c generator which incorpo-
rates IDM, intersection manager, and a lane-changing model,
but does not provide an interface to be integrated with network
simulators. SUMO [11] is a microscopic traf!c simulator
which can be con!gured with multiple lanes, different types of
vehicles, and speed limitation. However, none of these models
speci!cally describe the scooter’s behavior. Lan et al. [12,
13] were among the !rst to consider a mixed traf!c model
with both cars and scooters; however, in their model vehicles

1Including trucks, passenger cars, scooters, and buses.

Fig. 2. The road structure used in our model
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TABLE I
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTIC

Characteristic Car Scooter
Maximum Velocity 17 m/s (61.2 km/h) 14 m/s (50.4 km/h)

Max. Acceleration Rate 4 m/s2 4 m/s2

Max. Deceleration Rate 5 m/s2 5 m/s2

Dimension 2 m × 5 m 1 m × 2m

need to guess the neighbor’s future states to derive its own
future states, which is both unrealistic and computationally
inef!cient. To summarize, very few existing models consider
an urban scenario with traf!c lights, multi-lane roads, realistic
lane-changing behaviors, and, most importantly, mixed traf!c
with both cars and scooters.

In this paper, we propose a rule-based model to simulate
the mobility of both cars and scooters in the urban area. In
addition to the consideration of the aforementioned details,
several rules are created to re"ect the driver’s and the rider’s
common habits, e.g., the driver tends to switch lanes when
the vehicle in front in the current lane is closer and moving
slower, making our model more realistic than some previously
proposed models [12, 13]. Moreover, our model derives the
future location and velocity of a vehicle based on only the
current velocity and location information of itself and its
neighbors, which is more natural and computationally ef!cient.

II. THE MOBILITY MODEL

A cellular automaton (CA) is a discrete model consists of
an array of cells, each of which is allowed to be in one of
a few states. Each cell looks to its neighbor to determine its
state, and the CA rules de!ne the transition between states.
This basic step is continuously repeated over the whole array.
Our proposed model follows the convention of CA.

A. Road Structure

In our model, we use a two-dimensional array of cells to
represent a long two-way road with multiple lanes. Each cell
represents a small area on the road and is either occupied by a
vehicle or empty (see Figure 1). Note that while in our model
we choose 1 meter as the width and the length of the cell,
it can be adjusted to accommodate the need for either higher
location precision or lower computational complexity.

Figure 2 shows the road structure used in our model. Each
way of the road consists of 3 lanes, each of which is 3 meters
wide. Each road block consists of 160 meters of regular road
segment and 40 meters of intersection area. The same road
block are then repeated for 8 times to create a long two-
way road which is 1.6 kilometers in length. Note that these
dimensions are chosen to re"ect the typical values of the road
structure in the urban area of the Taipei city and they can be
easily adjusted to re"ect the circumstances in other cities.

In this paper, we only model the vehicles on a long two-
way road, but not vehicles on the intersecting roads. In other
words, this is a one-dimensional vehicle mobility model.
Generalization to a two-dimensional model is left as future
works and not presented in this paper.

TABLE II
NOTATION USED IN THE MODEL

Notation Description
vi The vehicle with index i.
X(vi, t) The X coordinate of the lower-left corner cell of vehicle i at

time step t. The X axis is parallel to the long side of the road.
The positive side of the X axis is the same as the vehicles’
moving direction.

Y (vi, t) The Y coordinate of the lower-left corner cell of vehicle i at
time step t. The Y axis is perpendicular to the long side of
the road. The positive side of the Y axis points to the inner
side of the road.

V (vi, t) The velocity of vehicle i at time step t. Note that this only
considers the velocity along the X axis.

L(vi) The length of vehicle i. This depends only on the type of the
vehicle.

W (vi) The width of vehicle i. This depends only on the type of the
vehicle.

Dmax(vi) The maximum deceleration rate of vehicle i. This depends
only on the type of the vehicle.

Amax(vi) The maximum acceleration rate of vehicle i. This depends
only on the type of the vehicle.

Vmax(vi) The maximum velocity of vehicle i. This depends only on
the type of the vehicle.

dsafe The minimum safety distance (along the X axis) between
vehicles. This is a con!gurable parameter. We use 1 meter
in our model.

d⇓0(vi, V ) The distance it takes for vehicle i to decelerate with its
maximum deceleration rate from velocity V to a complete
stop, given by d⇓0(vi, V ) = V 2

2Dmax(vi)
.

v↑(vi, t, y) At time step t, the closest vehicle which is in front of
vi and with the Y coordinate equal to Y (vi, t) + y, de-
!ned for 0 ≤ y < W (vi), given by v↑(vi, t, y) =
argmin
vj∈F

{X(vj , t)−(X(vi, t)+L(vi))}, where F = {∀vj :

X(vj , t) > X(vi, t) and Y (vj , t) ≤ Y (vi, t) + y <
Y (vj , t)+W (vj )} (see Figure 3 for an example). Note that
there could be no such vehicle when there is no vehicle in
front of vehicle i in that row (with the Y coordinate equal to
Y (vi, t) + y) and in that case v↑(vi, t, y) = ∅.

B. Traf!c Light

Traf!c lights are deployed at the boundary between the reg-
ular road segments and the intersection areas. Their repeated
cycle consists of 55 seconds of green light, 5 seconds of yellow
light, and 60 seconds of red light. When a traf!c light turns
yellow or red, a line of cells at the intersection would be !lled
to create a “virtual wall”, so that the vehicles moving toward
the traf!c light would slow down and try to stop before the
traf!c light (following the rules presented in subsection II-D).
However, if a vehicle is too fast to stop before the traf!c light,
which only happens during the yellow light period, it would
keep moving forward until it passes the “virtual wall”. The
“virtual wall” will be lifted when the traf!c light turns green.

C. Vehicle Type and Vehicle Generation Model

We currently have two types of vehicles in our model:
scooters and passenger cars. Table I shows the values of
their characteristics used in our model. Although other types
of vehicles can be easily adopted in our mobility model,
passenger cars and scooters are the most common types and
thus only those two are included in this paper. The model can
be easily extended to include other types of vehicle.
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Fig. 3. An example of multiple vehicles in front of vi and v↑(vi, t, y)

Our model generates vehicles at the two ends of the road
following the Poisson process, as suggested by the empirical
data in [14, 15]. The probability for generating k vehicles in
a time step is then given by

P (k,λ) =
(λt)ke−λt

k!
(1)

where t is the duration of a time step (set to 1 (second) in
our model) and λ is the average number of vehicle arrivals
per time step. Different values of λ can be used for different
types of vehicles. For each generated vehicle, we assign it to
one of the lanes with uniform probability.

D. Vehicle Mobility Rule

We divide the time into discrete time steps of 1 second,
which is adjustable to accommodate the need for either higher
precision or lower complexity.

Table II shows the de!nitions of the notations used in our
model. Note that the unit of all time variables is time step,
and the unit of all distance variables is number of cells.

One of the most important ideas in our model is that all of
the calculations and rules are based on current information;
the location and the velocity of a vehicle in the next time step
is determined by the location and the velocity of itself and the
surrounding vehicles in this time step. We believe that this is
more realistic and natural as the driver can only decide how
she or he will drive (e.g., turn to the left lane and accelerate)
based on what she or he can perceive now. This also prevents
the need to estimate the location of nearby vehicles in the next
time step, which would involve multiple iterations to determine
the location and the velocity of a vehicle, and, thus, has the
bene!t of lowering the computation complexity signi!cantly
comparing to some similar models in the literature [12, 13].
As a result, we have to create a more conservative set of
rules in our model to avoid collisions, considering the complex
behaviors of vehicles and especially the scooters.

Each and every vehicle (referred as vi in the following) takes
turn to go through the following !ve steps of rules in order
to determine its X(vi, t + 1), Y (vi, t + 1), and V (vi, t + 1)
based on X(vi, t), Y (vi, t), and V (vi, t):

1) Remove all vehicles on the opposite way to vi as they

Fig. 4. In step 1, we remove all neighbor vehicles which are not within the
red dashed bounding box. These are either on the opposite way or too far
from vehicle i.

do not affect vi’s behavior. Then remove all

vj ∈ {vj : vj ̸= vi and
(X(vj , t)− (X(vi, t) + L(vi)) >

d⇓0(vi, V (vi, t) +Amax(vi)) + Vmax(vi) or
X(vi, t)−X(vj , t) >

d⇓0(vi, V (vi, t) +Amax(vi)) + Vmax(vi))}
(2)

(see Figure 4). This rule is in effect until the end of
the 5 steps for vi. The idea is that when making a
driving decision the driver would only consider neighbor
vehicles which are suf!ciently close.

2) Choose a lane to proceed. This is determined by
the lane-changing behavior model described in subsec-
tion II-E.

3) Calculate, in the worst case, the furthest location that vi
can move forward in the next time step, given by

Xfinal(vi, t+ 1) =

min
0≤y<W (vi)

{(X(v↑(vi, t, y), t)− dsafe − L(vi))

+
2V (v↑(vi, t, y), t)−Dmax(vi)

2
− d⇓0(vi,min(Vmax(vi), V (vi, t) +Amax(vi))} .

(3)

X(v↑(vi, t, y), t)− dsafe−L(vi) represents the furthest
location vi can be based on the current location informa-
tion, which is when its distance to one of the vehicles
in front of it is dsafe. Then it needs to be modi!ed
with 2V (v↑(vi,t,y),t)−Dmax(vi)

2 , the least distance that the
vehicle in front of it can move in this time step, and
d⇓0(vi,min(Vmax(vi), V (vi, t) + Amax(vi)), the most
distance that vi will need to come to a complete stop
given its current velocity. Combining the three yields the
furthest location vi can be, with respect to one of the
vehicles in front of vi. Then we take the minimum of
all such locations to produce the !nal result.
Although the rule appears to be very conservative, this
is alleviated by re-evaluating Xfinal(vi, t+ 1) in every
time step. As a result, the mechanism keeps reasonable
distances between vehicles, which is about 5 meters
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when the road has a moderate volume of traf!c in our
simulation.

4) Calculate the ideal velocity and the feasible velocity
in the next time step. With the assumption that the
acceleration is a constant (during this time step), the
ideal velocity in the next time step is given by

Ṽ (vi, t+1) = 2(Xfinal(vi, t+1)−X(vi, t))−V (vi, t).
(4)

Considering the limitations set by the maximum velocity
as well as maximum acceleration and deceleration rates,
adjustments are made to yield the actual velocity in the
next time step, given by

V (vi, t+ 1) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

min{Ṽ (vi, t+ 1), V (vi, t) +Amax(vi), Vmax(vi)},
if Ṽ (vi, t+ 1) ≥ V (vi, t)

max{Ṽ (vi, t+ 1), V (vi, t)−Dmax(vi), 0},
otherwise

.

(5)

In addition, we created a rule to re"ect the fact that
scooters tend to move closer to the vehicle in front
when stuck in traf!c. In that case, the scooter will be
given a small velocity to move forward. The following
conditions need to be satis!ed for this to be applicable:

a) X(v↑(vi, t, 0), t)− (X(vi, t)+L(vi)) ≥ 2, i.e., the
distance between scooter vi and the vehicle in front
is more than 2.

b) V (v↑(vi, t, y), t) = 0, i.e., the vehicle in front of
scooter vi is not moving in this time step.

c) V (vi, t) = 0, i.e., scooter vi is not moving in this
time step.

d) V (vi, t+1) = 0, i.e., the calculated velocity for the
next time step for scooter vi based on the general
rules is zero.

When all of the above conditions are satis!ed, the model
will re-set V (vi, t+ 1) = 2.

5) Utilizing the constant acceleration assumption, we can
calculate the X coordinate of vi in the next time step,
given by

X(vi, t+1) = X(vi, t)+
V (vi, t) + V (vi, t+ 1)

2
. (6)

E. Lane-changing Behavior Model

Cars and scooters show different lane-changing behaviors
due to their differences in size. A car would move completely
into a different lane in the event of a lane change while a
scooter could move within a lane, i.e., change to a different
“sub-lane”. The lane-changing behavior are modeled as shown
in Figure 5 and 6. Table III shows the notations used in the
model.

In our model, we assume that all vehicles will only change
lane when it is possible to move with a higher velocity in that
lane. The vehicles are feasible to change lane when all of the
following 5 conditions are satis!ed:

Fig. 5. The lane-changing behavior of cars in our model

Fig. 6. The lane-changing behavior of scooters in our model

1) All cells with coordinates ∈ PATH where

PATH =

{(x, y) : Y (vi, t) +W (vi) ≤ y < Ỹl(vi, t) +W (vi)

and X(vi, t) ≤ x < X(vi, t) + L(vi)} (7)

are not occupied by any vehicles2. In other words, vi
has a clear path to move to its target lane.

2) Let X(li) be the X coordinate of the traf!c light li. We
need to have

State(li) = green, ∀li ∈ {li : X(li)−X(vi, t)

≤ d⇓0(vi, V (vi, t) +Amax(vi)) + Vmax(vi)}. (8)

This corresponds to a common observation of human
driving habits: a driver usually does not tend to change
the lane right before a red light.

3)

min
0≤y<W (vi)

V (vl,↑(vi, t, y), t) > min
0≤y<W (vi)

V (v↑(vi, t, y), t).

(9)

This means that vi can move with a higher velocity after
switching to the target lane.

4)

min
0≤y<W (vi)

{X(vl,↑(vi, t, y), t) + V (vl,↑(vi, t, y), t)}

> min
0≤y<W (vi)

{X(v↑(vi, t, y), t) + V (v↑(vi, t, y), t)} .

(10)

This means that if vi switches to the target lane then the
vehicle in front of vi would be further away compared
to the case if vi stays in the original lane.

2Assume that vi intends to move to its left lane. Similarly for the case that
vi intends to move to its right lane. This is true for all following conditions.
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TABLE III
NOTATION USED IN THE LANE-CHANGING BEHAVIOR MODEL

Notation Description
Ỹl(vi, t),
Ỹr(vi, t)

The target Y coordinates associated with the events that
vi change to its left lane and right lane, respectively.

vl,↑(vi, t, y) At time step t, the closest vehicle which is in front
of vi and with the Y coordinate equal to Ỹl(vi) + y,
i.e., on the target lane after vi switches to its left lane,
de!ned for 0 ≤ y < W (vi), given by vl,↑(vi, t, y) =
argmin
vj∈LF

{X(vj , t)− (X(vi, t)+L(vi))}, LF = {∀vj :

X(vj , t) > X(vi, t) and Y (vj , t) ≤ Ỹl(vi, t) + y <
Y (vj , t) + W (vj)}. Note that there could be no such
vehicle when there is no vehicle in front of vi in that
row (with the Y coordinate equal to Ỹl(vi, t) + y) and
in that case vl,↑(vi, t, y) = ∅.

vr,↑(vi, t, y) At time step t, the closest vehicle which is in front of vi
and with the Y coordinate equal to Ỹr(vi)+y is de!ned
in a similar way to the above.

vl,↓(vi, t, y) At time step t, the closest vehicle which is behind vi
and with the Y coordinate equal to Ỹl(vi) + y, i.e.,
on the target lane after vi switches to its left lane,
de!ned for 0 ≤ y < W (vi), given by vl,↓(vi, t, y) =
argmin
vj∈LB

{X(vi, t)−(X(vj , t)+L(vj ))}, LB = {∀vj :

X(vj , t) < X(vi, t) and Y (vj , t) ≤ Ỹl(vi, t) +
y < Y (vj , t) + W (vj)}. Similarly, it is possible that
vl,↓(vi, t, y) = ∅.

vr,↓(vi, t, y) At time step t, the closest vehicle which is behind vi and
with the Y coordinate equal to Ỹr(vi) + y is de!ned in
a similar way to the above.

5)

V (vi, t)−Dmax(vi)

> max
0≤y<W (vi)

{V (vl,↓(vi, t, y), t) +Amax(vl,↓(vi, t, y))} .

(11)

This prevents the vehicle behind from bumping into
vi after vi switches to the target lane even when it
decelerates and the vehicle behind accelerates with their
respective maximum rates.

In addition, when waiting for the traf!c light to turn green,
the scooters tend to move around via small gaps between cars
in order to get closer to the intersection . We model this unique
behavior with the following additional conditions; if a scooter
vi satisfy all these conditions, then it is feasible for it to change
lane:

1) V (vi, t) = 0
2) V (v↑(vi, t, y), t) = 0
3) X(v↑(vi, t, y), t) − (X(vi, t) + L(vi)) ≤ 2. If this con-

dition is not satis!ed, it means that there is still room
for the scooter to move closer to the vehicle in front.

4) X(vi, t)− (X(vl,↓(vi, t, y), t) + L(vl,↓(vi, t, y))) + 1 >
max (3, d⇓0 (vl,↓(vi, t, y), V (vl,↓(vi, t, y), t)))

5) The scooter has a clear path to the target lane (the same
as how it is de!ned in the general case).

A vehicle would evaluate the these conditions the determine
the feasibility of switching to either the right lane or the left
lane. If both are feasible, the vehicle would switch to the left
lane with a probability of 60% and to the right lane with a
probability of 40%, re"ecting the fact that most people tend

TABLE IV
SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND THEIR STATISTICS (GREEN LIGHT PERIOD)

λc/λs µV µδ σδ

0.1/0.1 veh/s 52.7 km/h 48.3 m 52.1 m
0.3/0.3 veh/s 49.3 km/h 14.2 m 15.6 m
0.5/0.5 veh/s 32.8 km/h 5.4 m 4.9 m
0.7/0.7 veh/s 29.8 km/h 4.6 m 4.1 m
0.9/0.9 veh/s 26.8 km/h 3.8 m 3.6 m

λc,λs: car and scooter arrival rate; µV : average vehicle velocity
µδ ,σδ : mean and standard deviation of interarrival distance

to use the inner lane to pass the vehicle in front. If only one
is feasible, the vehicle would attempt to switch to that lane. If
none is feasible, the vehicle would maintain its current lane,
resulting in Y (vi, t+ 1) = Y (vi, t).

If the vehicle decides to switch lanes, it will turn on its
turning signal and maintain its current lane until the next time
step. In the next time step, if the vehicle still has its turning
signal on, it would re-evaluate these conditions and, if it is still
feasible, it would switch lanes and have Y (vi, t+1) = Ỹl(vi, t)
(or Y (vi, t + 1) = Ỹr(vi, t)). This will also cancel all the
nearby vehicles’ turning signals if they are switching to the
vehicle’s target lane, which can be formulated as the following:
if the vehicle is turning to its left lane, cancel all left turning
signals from ∀vj ∈ {vj : Y (vj , t) ≤ Y (vi, t)} and all right
turning signals from ∀vj ∈ {vj : Y (vj , t) > Y (vi, t)}. This
additional rule prevents collisions which happen when nearby
vehicles switching to the same lane and re"ects the actual
driving behavior. Moreover, as the order of choosing the next
vi for evaluation is random, all vehicles which intend to switch
to the same lane in the nearby area will have equal chances.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We implemented a simulator to utilize the model presented
in section II using the C programming language. The location
and the velocity information of each vehicle is saved to a
log !le at the end of each time step for further analysis.
The simulator was executed with various vehicle arrival rates.
All traf!c lights are con!gured to change signals at the same
time. The arrival rates and some important statistics during the
green light period are shown in Table IV. In the following, we
present the results generated by our simulator followed by the
discussions of the results.

A. Vehicle Inter-arrival Distance

There have been several empirical studies showing that the
distribution of vehicle inter-arrival time or distance on the road
!ts well to either the log-normal distribution or the exponential
distribution [14, 15]. This assumption has been widely used in
the VANET research. In this subsection we will investigate
whether the assumption still holds when the traf!c includes a
fair amount of scooters and when the traf!c lights in"uence
the traf!c "ow.

To obtain the distribution of vehicle inter-arrival dis-
tance in our simulation, we calculate minvj∈AF{X(vj , t) −
X(vi, t)},AF = {vj : X(vj , t) > X(vi, t)} for each vehicle
vj , i.e., the distance to the closest vehicle in front, considering
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution functions of vehicle inter-arrival distance and their best-!tted theoretical distributions

vehicles in all lanes. Then we combine all the obtained values
to produce the empirical cumulative distribution functions for
further analysis. Figure 7 shows our simulation results and
their best-!tted exponential and log-normal distributions in
two scenarios with different vehicle arrival rates.

In Figure 7, one can observe that the inter-arrival distances
are generally smaller during the red light period than during
the green light period as the curves for the green light period
climb slower to 1. This is what one would expect since during
the red light period the vehicles tend to cluster before the
traf!c lights and the inter-arrival distances would be smaller.
As the arrival rate increases, the road would eventually become
evenly crowded, not just before the traf!c lights, during the
green light period; the difference between the two cases
would become smaller, which can be observed by comparing
Figure 7(a) and 7(b).

The results also show that in both scenarios, both the
exponential distribution and the log-normal distribution !t well
to the distributions obtained during the green light period from
the simulation. However, the log-normal distribution seems to
be a better !t to the distribution obtained during the red light
period. This is in line with the conclusion from [14], where it
states that the log-normal distribution is a better !t for the day-
time traf!c and the exponential distribution is a better !t for
the mid-night to early morning traf!c. Both our results and the
results from [14] suggest that log-normal works well with high
traf!c volume scenarios (such as during the red light period,
as vehicles are clustered at the traf!c light) and exponential
works well otherwise. This can serve as a partial validation of
our model as the results independently gathered with different
methods match with each other.

B. Number of Neighbor Vehicles

One of the advantages for using vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munications instead of utilizing cellular communications, i.e.,
vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, is that only the for-
mer can support the neighbor broadcasting scheme in a natural
way. Most safety applications require a broadcast scheme
which can deliver the messages to the neighbor vehicles with a

high packet delivery ratio and a low packet delay in the range
of 100 milliseconds [1]. As the current link standard [16] uti-
lizes a carrier-sensing-multiple-access(CSMA)-"avored media
access control (MAC) protocol, both the packet delivery ratio
and the packet delay are dictated by the number of nodes in the
communication range [17]. In this subsection, we will analyze
how the number of neighbor vehicles, i.e., the number of those
which are in the communication range, variates in different
scenarios and with time. Although we do not consider the
vehicles on intersecting roads, usually there is only a handful
of them which are reachable, due to the fact that most of them
are blocked by buildings at the intersections, and hence they
are of less signi!cance.

Let the number of neighbor vehicles within the communica-
tion range of vehicle vi, C, at time step t be NC(vi, t), given
by

NC(vi, t) =

|{∀vj ̸= vi : dist {(X(vi, t), Y (vi, t)), (X(vj , t), Y (vj , t)))} ≤ C}|
(12)

where dist{(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2.

Figure 8 shows the probability distribution function of the
number of neighbor vehicles, fNc(nc; t), under various sce-
narios. The calculation combines Nc(vi, t) for all vi in a time
step during the red light period and in a time step during the
green light period. We also calculate different distributions for
counting only cars, only scooters, and both types of vehicles
in the range. The !ve sub!gures show results with different
vehicle arrival rates and different communication ranges.

One can observe from the !gures that the distributions
shift to the right as the traf!c signals change from the green
light to the red light. The cause is similar to what we found
in the last subsection: the vehicles line up and stop at the
intersections during the red light period and the distances
between vehicles would be smaller. As a result, the number of
neighbor vehicles is on average more than that during the green
light period. Note that the shifting phenomenon fades away
as the communication range increases from 1/8, 1/4, to 1/2
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Fig. 9. Biased estimated normalized autocorrelation of number of neighbor vehicles
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Fig. 8. Number of neighbor vehicles

of the distances between intersections (see Figure 8(b)(c)(d)).
When the communication range starts to cover the majority
of vehicles between intersections, the clustering close to the
intersections during the red light period no longer affect the
distributions. One can also observe that the shift becomes
relatively larger as the vehicle arrival rate increases (see
Figure 8(a)(b)(e)). The other interesting observation is that the
shifting phenomenon of the distributions for only scooters is
even more evident than that of cars, causing by the fact that
the scooters are smaller in size and have the tendency to move
closer to the intersection during the red light.

Our results provide some useful insights to the design of the
VANET systems, which suggests that if the communication
range is about half of the distance between intersections, the

number of neighbor vehicles is constantly high but relatively
stable over time. However, if the resulting packet delivery
ratio or packet delay is not acceptable to the application,
the system needs to utilize an adaptive transmission power
scheme, which sometimes lowers the communication range
based on an estimation of the number of neighbor nodes.
The estimation relies on receiving hello messages which are
periodically broadcasted by the neighbors, resulting in some
bandwidth overhead. To ensure an accurate estimation, the
frequency for sending out hello messages needs to be higher
for a network with highly mobile nodes and for this reason
it has been found that in general the scheme is not scalable
in VANETs due to the overhead [18]. The signi!cant shift
in distributions caused by the traf!c lights and the scooters
worsen the situation and implies that an even higher sending
frequency (i.e., higher overhead) is probably required in an
urban scenario. However, the question is, how often do we
need to adjust the communication range so that it keeps up to
the rapid change of topology?

Figure 9 presents the biased estimated normalized autocor-
relation function of Nc(vi, t) averaged over all vehicles and
can provide some information. The autocorrelation function
represents the similarity of the data separated by some time;
as the two time points increase their separation, the similarity
decreases. 90% coherence time, which is the smallest sepa-
ration with a normalized autocorrelation value falling below
0.9, is usually a good indication of the time duration that
the data stays relatively the same. One can observe that the
values of 90% coherence time under various scenarios are all
less than 20 seconds, and the scenarios with smaller vehicle
arrival rates would have values as small as 1 second. The value
of 90% coherence time is an intuitive choice for the sending
period of hello messages. And utilizing this result, one can
easily estimate the bandwidth overhead created by the adaptive
transmission power scheme.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we developed a mixed mobility model for
both cars and scooters. We believe that the model is essential
in estimating the performance of various VANET applications
and we have demonstrated that useful design guidelines can
be obtained from the results generated by the model. The
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Fig. 8. Number of neighbor vehicles (continued)

results suggest that, with the addition of scooters on the road,
while the log-normal and exponential distributions remain
good representations to the vehicle inter-arrival processes, the
unique driving behavior of scooters as well as its smaller
dimensions result in higher density of vehicles close to the
intersections during the red light period and, in turn, cause
bigger differences between the number of neighbor vehicles
in the green and red light periods. This renders the existing
adaptive transmission power scheme even less scalable in
the urban scenarios; the simulation results suggest that the
scheme needs to adjust its transmission power roughly every
10-20 seconds. Our future works include validation of the
proposed model with real-life vehicle mobility traces collected
by a LIDAR, adding more scooter-speci!c rules to model its
unique behaviors, and generalization of the current model to

accommodate 2-dimensional road structures.
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